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About This Content

So you want even more content for your Bus Simulator 16? If so, then the first expansion pack is perfect for you.

Try out the MAN Lion’s City A47 M. This bus is 10.5 meters in length and has two doors, and will enable you to navigate inner-
city traffic at rush hour with ease and agility. This premium bus model licensed by MAN has a rear door equipped with a ramp

and can seat up to 29 passengers. We hope you enjoy this compact little bus!

For the creative types among you, we have three very special decals as well as three colorful advertizing banners. Stick
them on your buses and win the hearts of your passengers.

Is life as a bus driver is dreary without music? Of course! That is why this expansion pack contains 3 new tracks that you can
play on your bus radio.

Well have a good drive!

You need the main game in order to play the first expansion pack for Bus Simulator 16.

You do not have to puchase the expansion in order to continue playing with your friends in multiplayer mode. However, you can
only use the new content if you have the expansion.

Features:
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A new bus model: the versatile MAN Lion’s City A47 M (two door version)

3 new decals and 3 additional advertizing banners to customize your bus fleet

3 tracks for your bus radio
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Title: Bus Simulator 16 - MAN Lion's City A 47 M
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
stillalive studios
Publisher:
astragon Entertainment
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 with 3.3 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 96OT with 3.0 GHz or comparable processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 470 (1 GB VRAM) or comparable graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Main Game Bus Simulator 16 is required in order to play

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Hungarian,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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bus simulator 16 - man lion's city a 47 m

A neat $1.99 USD add-on. The MAN Lion\u2019s City A 47 M in game features are, seats 29, weight 11 tons, auto ramp and a
in game career mode cost of 190,000 EURO.

Pros
Nice looking bus
Great texture quality
easy to drive (shorter wheel base)

cons
First Person view is seated a little to far right
Sounds exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game
Dash is exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game even having the same mirror placement as the other MAN buses
featured in bus sim 16.

After 3 hours (at the time of writing this review) of driving the MAN A 47 M I am happy with the good quality of the bus..
Nice little DLC, bought it mostly cuz +3 new tracks for radio and ads, bus and decals are okay also.

. At less than \u00a32 it's probably the cheapest DLC I have seen for any Bus Simulator.

The bus itself is pretty nice looking, I don't have much knowledge of a MAN Lions City Bus since I do not live in Germany or
where they're found, but from where I have seen them irl, I can at least say they look like MAN Bus should do.

Is it good value for money?

Definitely, at less than \u00a32 it's more than easily affordable.

Do I recommend it?

Yes.

Overall rating 8\/10. nice dlc hoping for a citaro soon. Very nice bus. Just make your bus collection bigger
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Like you have your very first DLC, but I can't find it. I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at
all costs.. I like this game, However when i play it's very laggy becasue it says my computer is bad so it needs to be 128 bits +. I
can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.. Nice little DLC, bought it mostly cuz +3 new
tracks for radio and ads, bus and decals are okay also.

. I like this game, However when i play it's very laggy becasue it says my computer is bad so it needs to be 128 bits +. nice dlc
hoping for a citaro soon. nice dlc hoping for a citaro soon
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